
  

School Identity 

The Wai’alae School Board is pleased to 
launch a new identity mark and tag line 
that represents the essence of Wai’alae 
School. These qualities were not objects 
or things but more about the “feeling” or 
the “spirit” of our school that is captured 
in this unique identity mark.  An optical 
illusion was a way to convey that "feeling" 
we have about the school but can't quite 
articulate. This is what the center of the 

mark represents which is only created by the surrounding petals. The mark can 
be referred to as "the flower" or "the eye"  

A flower for radiance  

The center of the mark (pupil) represents the spirit of the school. It is hard to put 
your finger on as it is the result of many things working together. This is why it 
was hard to pick "just one" identity for the school which feedback supported. The 
center of the mark exists only because the surrounding petals work together to 
create that central shape. It is the sense of ohana that we experience when we 
are on campus.   

An eye to see  

 That education opens a child's eyes to the world and maybe more importantly 
to the immediate place they live...Hawai‘i  

That seeing enables responsibility... When we become aware, know, and 
understand something more deeply, we are more able to take responsibility for it. 
Seeing a piece of rubbish on the ground and picking it up for example. 

A pattern  

Each petal of the flower represents an individual working together for a larger 
whole. If one petal is missing or malformed the symmetry will be destroyed.  

THE TAGLINE 

Celebrating Childhood also captures the essence and spirit of our school. This 
tagline recognizes that there is more to school than tests, academics and 
assessments. It celebrates the joy of childhood when learning occurs differently 
than at any other time in life. It understands our students learn best by “doing” 
and as if by osmosis, they absorb the learning directly from the experience. It 
recognizes and supports the unique developmental needs of elementary aged 
children and the importance of understanding how the brain learns at this age. It 
celebrates the foundational skills acquired and supported by the natural wonder 
of childhood to know and understand the world they live in. It recognizes and 



celebrates the guidance and responsibility of the adults in a child’s life as the 
child move from dependence to independence to interdependence.  

Celebrating Childhood reminds us of the importance of: 

 Providing opportunities for parent involvement 

 Supporting best practices in teaching, classroom management, and 
organization of the learning environment 

 Continuously finding ways to address the whole child and incorporate the 
music, art, and movement in all activities 

 Making learning fun and interesting 

 Providing a balance of structure and choice in every learning opportunity 

 Providing holistic integrated learning experiences 

 Living our vision 

 Providing real and relevant experiential, hands-on learning opportunities for all 
children 

 Using the community as part of the classroom 

 

 

 


